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A Comparative Study on the Abstractness Presented in Chun Xiao 
and its Four Translated Versions 
Avoir est ne pas avoir, ne pas avoir est avoir： 
Expression et représentation de la beauté suggestive dans  
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Abstract:  This paper sets out to discuss the abstractness created by Meng Haoran in Chun Xiao and its 
reproduction in four translated versions by four different translators. Through the analysis in three functions of 
abstractness, namely, to reach accuracy, create ideorealms and to induce association, it is found that the four versions 
tend to two ways of translation: one is to reproduce abstractness; the other is to make abstractness concrete. The two 
ways are both adequate in its adaptation to different readers.
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Résumé:  L’article présent analyse l’expression de la beauté suggestive dans le poème L’Aube du printemps et sa 
représentation dans ses quatre traductions. L’article examine les traductions dans les perpectives des trois fonctions 
de la beauté suggestive : précision de l’expression, création de l’ambiance et suggestion. Il en résulte qu’il y a deux 
tendance de traduction quant à la beauté suggestive, à savoir la traduction équivalente et la traduction diminutive. 
Chacune de ces deux techniques de traitement a ses qualités face aux différents lecteurs, ainsi ne peut-on pas juger 
aveuglement les mérites et les défauts des traductions. 
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（1）This morn of spring in bed I’m lying 
Not wake up till I hear birds crying. 
After one night of wind and showers, 
How many are the fallen flowers! 
                              （許淵沖譯） 
（2）Late! This morning as I awake I know. All around me 
the birds are crying, crying. 
The storm last night. I sensed its fury. How many, I wonder, 
are fallen, poor dear flowers. 
                                (翁顯良譯) 
（3）Dawn in Spring 
How suddenly the morning comes in Spring! 
On every side you can hear the sweet birds sing. 
Last night amidst the storm—Ah, who can tell, 
With wind and rain, how many blossoms fell? 
                           (tran. John Turner) 
（4）The Spring Dawn 
Slumbering, I know not the spring dawn is peeping, 
But everywhere the singing birds are cheeping. 
Last night I heard the rain dripping and winds weeping, 
How many petals are now on the ground sleeping? 
                          (吳均陶譯) 
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氣氛。譯文（3）（4）分別用 sweet birds sing 和
















































好的再現了覺與不覺的交融。（2）的 the storm last 
night. I sensed its fury. 當 storm fury 的時候，才有
可能驚醒酣睡的人。（4）的 last night I heard the 
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者在讀到 after one night of wind and showers,/How 
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